Southeast Tech Law Enforcement Sciences
Program Honor Code
As a student in the Law Enforcement Sciences Program I agree to abide by the program’s Honor Code. This
code is in place to protect and advance the Law Enforcement program in the community. I understand that I
have a dual responsibility of adhering to the Honor Code and of policing and supporting others’ adherence to it.
As a future law enforcement professional I am committed to the principle of the Honor Code on and off campus
and appreciate that my conduct away from campus reflects on not only myself, my fellow classmate, the
program, as well as the profession.
If I should commit a violation of the Honor Code, or witness another’s act that is a violation of the Honor Code,
I will dutifully come forward to report the transgressions. I understand there are consequences for all my
actions and accept that violations of this code may result in some form of disciplinary action. Honor Code
violations will be handled in accordance with the Student Discipline procedures set in the Southeast Tech
General Handbook.
Violations of the Honor Code include but are not limited to the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

The commission or attempted commission of any felonious act regardless of whether the appropriate
authority prosecutes the act;
The commission or attempted commission of any petty offense or misdemeanor act regardless of
whether the appropriate authority prosecutes the act;
An act that results in the loss of the student’s driving privileges for any reason;
Disrupting or attempting to disrupt the peaceful conduct of classes or other Southeast Tech functions;
Falsifying or forging official documents;
Lying, stealing, cheating or plagiarizing;
Failing to wear the proper program’s uniform;
Excessive class absences;
Violating the terms of any conditional or other sanctions imposed pursuant to the Southeast Tech
General Handbook Disciplinary Procedures;
Using offensive language, advocating illegal conduct, promoting or exhibiting behaviors that are
socially rude, disrespectful, sexually offensive, racially motivated or otherwise likely to intimidate or
offend another person;
Filing a merit less Honor Code violation report.
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